Quality Software
Exceptional Service

Donkerhoek Data’s customised solutions is the result of over 38 years’
experience in the South African IT arena. The latest technology and changing
legislation drives regular updates to our software and related products. Our suite
of software offers cost effective, user friendly and practical business solutions.
In addition to the software solutions that we offer, we also offer:
•
•
•
•

Regular training sessions at our Head Office
Comprehensive user manuals
Regular updates via our website
Hardware products for Time & Attendance, Piecework and Access Control
that integrates directly with our software
• Exceptional telephonic, remote and on-site support in both English and
Afrikaans
• General & Specialised IT and Hardware services
Our Head Office is based in Simondium, just outside Paarl in the Western Cape,
but we have a national footprint with clients all over South Africa. We have
agents based in the Southern Cape, Northern Cape and Mpumalanga/Limpopo,
servicing our clients and taking care of their on-site needs.
Our company’s mission is to use our God-given potential to establish mutually
beneficial relationships with our customers, by offering them user-friendly,
practical solutions that are reliable, of the highest standard and will generate
information to maximize their efficiency in order to give them the control they
need to run a successful business operation in today’s competitive market.

We value integrity, honesty and personal excellence, and are
committed to complete customer satisfaction.

Payroll Software
In a Nutshell…
Our Payroll Software, which is our flagship product, is a user-friendly and fully
customizable solution for any business. The program adheres to the latest
Labour legislation and all SARS requirements. Reporting is flexible, with a reportwriter built in to the package and all reports can be exported to Excel, Word, PDF
or any printer.
The input methods for both static and pay information is easy and user-friendly.
Data can be imported from Excel, and Global change options are also available
to save time.
Employee Information

We take a centralized approach to keeping Employee Information in our system.
We cater for all the statutory information that needs to be recorded, and validate
this information on capturing, to ensure correct information is entered and stored.
Further, customizable user-fields are also available to capture any additional
employee information, the user would like to keep on record.
Historical information is available at the click of a button, even after an employee
has been terminated or removed from the system.

Global Changes allow for multiple employees’ information to be changed at the
same time, saving valuable time.
Easy Payment Processing
Our user friendly screens and input methods, help to capture mass data faster.
Various Importing and exporting functions are also available on Payment
information.
The system automatically calculates and caters for UIF and PAYE, and additional
automatic calculations can be setup as well. Each client’s Pay Screen is fully
customized – you determine your own input fields, formulas and reports.
We adhere to Labour Law with regards to Leave and Sick Leave, and the
program automatically accumulates and keeps balances of your different leave
types.
Our system integrates with all major banks and other electronic payment
services, for ex: PaySoft, ABSA, FNB, Standard Bank, Nedbank, Capitec,
Imbongi.
Below is an example of a custom-designed, Pay-input Screen:

INTEGRATED

Various Tax scenarios is catered for, like Medical Aid, Travel Allowances, and
Retirement Funds etc. All the relevant SARS Codes are available to be linked to
your different Income Types and deductions, in order to correctly report this on
your tax-certificates for your EMP501 submissions.
We keep up with the latest legislative and reporting changes, as distributed by
SARS, in order to seamlessly integrate with SARS’s e@syFile software, via an
electronic IRP5-file.
The Employment Tax Incentive initiative is still in place until February 2029. Our
software does all the necessary calculations to identify which employees qualify
for this incentive, and generates the required reports and information for SARS.
Our system also generates electronic UIF Declaration files, which can be sent to
the Department of Labour on a monthly basis. This conforms to the latest
specifications, and ensures that your information is always up to date. You can
also print UI-19 reports, directly from the program, so there is no need to
complete any manual forms anymore.
Reporting
From statutory reporting, to personnel forms, we have got it all covered.
A set of Personnel forms and reports are provided, e.g. Notice of Disciplinary
hearing, Work Certificate, Application of Leave etc. These are printed directly
from the software, so there is no need to complete employee information
manually.
We also provide a set of reports, setup according to your custom Pay Input
screen, which will provide valuable information regarding your Payroll costs.
Statutory reports include a monthly UIF-Declaration, UI-19 reports, ETI-reports
and EMP201 report.
For cash payments, a Cash Analysis is also available to be printed, e-mailed or
faxed, in order to withdraw the correct monetary denomination for your payslips.
Payslips can be printed in the language choice of the employee. Historical
payslips are also available to be re-printed at the click of a button.

Below is an example of the Confidential Payslip Layout. Various payslip
layouts are available.

Piecework Module
Our Piecework module is fully integrated with our Payroll and Time Systems
modules. If manual inputs are preferred, we have quick and easy input methods.
The Piecework module caters for multiple payment options.
Below is an example of the Piecework payment screen.

You have the option to pay at a fixed rate per unit, which means that you specify
a “Rate per Unit”, which then gets multiplied with the units to get to a payment
value.
Alternatively, there is a sliding scale and a predetermined amount calculation.
The user then specifies the total amount available for the Piecework payment,
and the software uses calculations to determine the value of each employee’s
payment. Speed, quality etc. can be included in these calculations.
In order to adhere to minimum wage requirements, the system can optionally
also calculate piecework minimum wage, in order to ensure that the employee
does not get paid less than the minimum wage.
Various reports are also available on the piecework information. Reports on
historical piecework data are available at the click of a button.
Time Systems Module
Our Payroll and Time Systems modules are fully integrated. Various clocksystem hardware devices can be linked with our software, making it possible to
download Time & Attendance, as well as Piecework data, directly from the
hardware device into our software. This results in less data capturing, therefore
less room for human error.
The time-system information is graphically displayed in our software, making it
easy to validate and correct the information. With this user-friendly graphical
display of the data, you can identify irregularities and problems with a quick
glance at your data.
Below is an example of this graphical clock-data display:

Clock System Hardware Solutions
As mentioned, a variety of clock-system devices are compatible with our TimeSystems module. Time & Attendance data, Access Control and Piecework can all
be monitored and managed from our software.
The data from these hardware devices can be relayed and ‘converted’ to a
payment value in our Payroll module, in order to pay out employees.

Electronic Coin Scanner
This portable unit is robust and used to record
Time & Attendance and Piecework data in the
field, mainly in the agricultural industry. In the
security sector, this unit is also used to track
time and patrolling schedules.
It holds up to 15 000 readings, with a battery
lifetime of up to 3 seasons.
Employees clock, using a Dallas Coin, and the data is downloaded from the unit
by means of a USB downloader. Downloading can be done at the user’s
convenience, either daily, twice daily, weekly etc.

Biometric Fingerprint Reader
These units comprise of the latest technology
in biometric fingerprint recognition. The user
friendly menus makes it easy to enroll users
and manage the data.
Up to 10 00 records can be enrolled, and up
to 200 000 clocking records can be stored on
the unit. Buddy clocking is 100% eliminated.
Downloading can be done at the user’s
convenience, and can be done via a
USB Flash-drive, over Wi-Fi or by CAT5-network cable.
The unit can also be linked to access control systems, for eg. Magnetic Door
Locks, Turnstiles etc.

Portable Biometric Fingerprint Reader
This portable, fingerprint reader uses the latest biometric
technology, and can be used to record Time &
Attendance data in the field.
The battery delivers 48 hours of standby time and 16
hours of working time. Up to 50 000 fingerprints can be
registered on the unit, and the unit has a storage capacity
of up to 200 000 clocking records. The unit is robust and
water resistant, ideal for use in the field.
Downloading the data can be done via Wi-Fi or USB Flash drive. Mobile charging
connectors are also available, making it possible to charge the unit in a vehicle.

Biometric Facial Scanner
The Multi-Bio 700 facial scanners comprise of the latest
facial recognition and RFID technology. The optical sensors
are of the highest quality. With the Multi-Bio option, Facial
Recognition, Fingerprint scanning and RFID technology can
be combined.
The unit can store up to 1500 facial records, 2000
fingerprints and 10 000 RFID Cards. It can be linked to
various access control units and connects to your PC and
Time Systems module via Wi-Fi (extra router required), USB
Flash drive or CAT5-network cable.

Electronic Datalogger
The Electronic Datalogger is ideal for both Time &
Attendance and Piecework record keeping.
The easy-to-read LCD display makes it easy to operate the
unit. Units clocked, Battery Life and Categories are displayed.
The datalogger is used to keep record of the number of units
clocked, and can store up to 20 000 transactions. Up to 2
categories can be linked to each clocking record (For eg.
Block and Activity)

This light-weight unit (around 2kg), can work for as long as 2 days, without
needing to charge it (depending on number records clocked). It can be
downloaded directly into your Time Systems module via the download cable.

Supascale
The Supascale system is an invaluable tool for the fruit
picking industry. The system consists of a small, durable,
self-contained weighing system. It is designed to hang
from any type of mechanical structure and is installed and
released in seconds.
The unit is ideal for Time & Attendance record keeping, as
well as Weighing Piecework units. It has an easy to read
LCD Display, and a battery life of up to 2 days (depending
on number of units).
The unit can store up to 20 000 transactions with up to 2 categories linked to
each transaction (for eg. Block & Activity). The unit is also easily downloaded,
directly into your Time Systems module via a download-cable.

Remote Clocking System
Our latest remote clocking
solution allows for real-time
clocking in the field. Data is
automatically synchronized and
downloaded (network permitting)
and therefore requires no manual
downloading.
The solution combines a robust
IP68 clocking device that can
communicate via Mobile Data, Wi-Fi or USB cable, together with a user-friendly
App and Software. This solution directly integrates with our Payroll Software
package and can handle Time & Attendance, Piecework and Job Costing
clocking.
Contactless clocking is made possible by using NFC clocking cards or tags,
which ensures a safe working environment.
The clocking device has up to 9 hours of battery up-time while in use, and
requires low maintenance or servicing. Managed SIM Card options are also
available, ensuring that your devices always stay connected.

Access Control Systems
In addition to the Time & Attendance and Clocking hardware we have to offer, we
also have a range of access control systems, integrated with our clocking
hardware. We can install Magnetic Locks to new and existing doors, as well as
Turnstiles.
Our range of turnstiles are designed for environments which require a high
degree of security. They are the perfect solution for crowd control, ensuring
safety, convenience, and security. The turnstiles are durable, weather resistant
and come with smooth, reliable operation. The turnstiles can be integrated with
card readers, biometric devices and other access control systems. An optional
backup battery ensures the turnstile remains operational in the event of a power
outage.

These systems are all linked to a range of our clocking hardware, which makes
Time & Attendance and Access Control a fully integrated and easily managed
function in your business.

Farm Management Software
In a Nutshell…
Our Farm Management software package derives from the producer’s need for a
totally integrated and reliable system, addressing the demand for traceability of
all farming activities. It is a cost effective, user-friendly and a practical farm
management solution.
The package consists of multiple, integrated modules, with a centralized
approach. The Main Module is the point from where all the other Modules can be
accessed, and where all the static setups are done, for e.g. blocks, tractors,
spray carts etc.

Spray Module
The Spray Module is by far the most used module within the Farm Management
package. Within this module all chemical products are setup and all Spray
related functions are recorded. A comprehensive list of active ingredients, with
the Withholding Periods of each chemical product, is provided and updated
regularly. You can manage your stock by means of purchases/stock takes and
issue Spray Instructions. Users can create their own calibrations and mixtures,
as needed per instruction.
Spray Instructions are created according to GLOBALG.A.P. Standards,
containing all the necessary information. Detailed Spray Record reports of spray
history, per block, can be provided to auditors and exporters, at the click of a
button.
Below is an example of the Spray Module screen.

Fertilizer Module
Our Fertilizer Module is where all fertilizing activities are captured. Here users
can setup products to be used by hand or spreader, and through the irrigation
system (Fertigation). Stock can be monitored on a daily basis and Fertilizer
Instructions can be created and printed. These instructions also adhere to
GLOBALG.A.P. Standards. Detailed Fertilizer Record reports can provide current
and historical data, per block, to the user, auditors and exporters.

Costing Module
Within the Costing Module, a detailed costing analysis can be done for each
block on your farm. All costs, derived from spray & fertilizer instructions captured
in the individual modules, are automatically included in the costing module’s

costing structures. Our Payroll system also integrates with the costing module,
allowing the user to allocate each employees hours and costs to a block and/or
cost center. Contractors’ costs and other General costs can also be captured and
allocated. This allows for detailed and comprehensive costing reporting to be
done over the entire farming operation.

Income Module
The Income Module is used to calculate the income of each block/cultivar on
your farm. Local Sales, Export Sales and Direct Sales can all be captured in this
module. The module allows for the tracking of your fruit, from the orchard,
through to intake at the pack-house, and eventually the pack-outs or dispatches
from the pack-house. The software caters for different packaging types, as well
as the packing material that is needed for each packaging type. Invoices and
Payments can be generated from the system, with the company’s logo, and can
be sent to your clients.
Detailed Costing information from the Costing Module can be pulled through to
this module, which then enables the user to generate a Cost & Income
(Profitability) report per Block, Variety etc. This is a key report in making dynamic
business decisions with regards to your farming operation.

Other Farm Management Modules
We have a few other, smaller modules that are also included in our Farm
Management Suite of products:
Asset Module – With this module you can capture your farm’s diesel/petrol
usage and generate different reports. You can also keep record of vehicle’s
services etc.
Pest Monitoring Module – This module allows you to create instructions for a
scout to search or look for pests within the orchard, and to then capture the
results. The results of leaf, soil and fruit analysis can also be captured in this
module
IPW module – Wine farmers can use this module to evaluate the farm and
farming practices, and print reports for IPW certification. Herbicide/Pests and
Diseases reports can also be generated.
Diary Module – Just a small diary function, where users can make notes in
general or per block.

Online Backup
Don’t be caught without a backup plan!
Our online data backup service comprises of a
setup on the Customer’s computer, and an
online storage platform where the Customer’s
data is backed up.
Your data will be stored securely, and will also be accessible for our Support
Consultants to retrieve within minutes. This speeds up general support or any
parameter changes or fixes that need to be done.
No more hassles with sending data via email, transfers via remote desktop, or
flash drives.

Fuel Management System
Our Fuel Management System has been designed to provide control and
management of fuel being issued on your premises. The system requires an
authorised driver/operator and vehicle, before it will allow fuel to be issued. In
addition, it may also be set to require a cost centre, to be set as well.
The heart of the system is an electronic control box, which is used to record data
and open a valve or switch on a pump, allowing fuel to be issued. The control
box contains a memory module, storing the data of employees, vehicles and cost
centres. The fuel transactions are also recorded and stored in the memory
module.
Stock control of your fuel is also possible, by recording fuel purchases and
entering stock level adjustments, when needed.
Our Fuel Management System adheres to the regulations and requirements of
SARS, with regards to fuel rebates and refunds. This means that submitting your
VAT201 refund claims document is now hassle free!

Payroll Card
With our Payroll Card-solution, we take the
struggle out of electronic payments for
employees without bank accounts.
This system provides an innovative
payment solution which is a safer, faster
and a more economic option than
payments with cash, cheques or via normal
bank accounts.
The system is extremely popular, as any individual qualifies and the debit card is
widely accepted. The payment process is 100% secure and accredited by Master
Card, Bankserv and the SARB.
Benefits of using the Payroll Card include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PIN based card - safe to use • No proof of residence necessary
Everyone qualifies (no FICA check) • Use at any MasterCard® facility
Use at any Point of Sale • Call centre support
Extremely cost effective • Quick replacement/balance transfer
Employee avoids credit card debt • Reduction in Bank cost
Immediate activation • Payment not linked to banking hours

This card can also be used for Petty Cash and other general payments in your
company.

Paysoft
Our Paysoft solution offers a highly secure and cost effective electronic fund
transfer payment system, where users can sign on and upload payment files
through unique access controlled authorisation levels.
Our automatic Check Digit Verification (CDV), pre-validates bank accounts to
determine if account numbers are valid. This facilitates the accurate capturing of
data prior to submitting transactions, reducing returned or rejected transactions
and associated costs.
Our Electronic Fund Transfer credit service is used by clients to process bulk
payroll or creditor payments.The major advantage of using our service is a
reduction in transaction cost. Transactional functionality includes payments to
credit cards.
Users can process payments for all South African, Lesotho, Swaziland and
Namibian bank accounts.

Batch and audit reports are provided to manage and measure successful and
rejected payments. Account verification products can be linked to the payment
process to eliminate enquiries from staff and creditors, prior to making bulk
payments.
Paysoft can ensure that all staff payments reflect at the same time, irrespective
of the requirement to process to different banking entities.
A direct debit from the bank to your own bank account can be implemented to
completely eliminate any risk associated with having to pay over large amounts
of money to a third party account.
Take the pain out of payroll and creditor payment processing.

Hardware & IT Services
Alongside our Software and other complimentary
products, our Hardware & IT department also
deliver a range of IT services.
Our services include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking
Computer assembly / Repair
Computer Sales
Software Sales
Computer upgrades
Server virtualization
Remote Working Solutions
Computer security / antivirus
Support For MS Products Like Office & Windows
Hardware / POS sales
Move to cloud
Inhouse Cloud Backup Solution
Business Backup Solutions
Remote Support
Computer support in Afrikaans / English
Email and Domain Setup & Security

We’re also a Microsoft Partner, and registered Malwarebytes and ESET Reseller.

Head-office
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
Simondium Guild, R45
Simondium
7670

POSTAL ADDRESS:
P.O.Box 110
Simondium
7670

OFFICE HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 08:00 - 17:00
Friday: 08:00 - 16:30
Saturday & Sunday: Closed
Tel: +27 (0)21 874 1047
Fax: +27 (0)86 439 5196
Email: sales@donkerhoekdata.co.za
Email: support@donkerhoekdata.co.za

Agents
WESTERN CAPE
Pieter le Roux
C: +27 (0)83 458 3588
pieter@donkerhoekdata.co.za

SOUTHERN CAPE
Jacques Debbes
C: +27 (0)76 021 3572
jacques@igenadmin.co.za

NORTHERN CAPE
Maryna van der Westhuizen
C: +27 (0)82 926 2848
maryna@ovdm.co.za

MPUMALANGA & LIMPOPO
Tom van der Meulen
C: +27 (0)83 629 3806
tom@fromabove.co.za

Yolandie Matthee
C: +27 (0)82 332 5820
payrollnc@ovdm.co.za

Werner Stoltz
C: +27 (0)83 229 2619
werner@donkerhoekdata.co.za

